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The Stratospheric Observatory for 
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) 

Capabilities for Studying Dust and the ISM in 
the Herschel Era and Beyond  
J. Rho, H. Zinnecker and SOFIA team 

2.5 m telescope 

Boeing 747SP  
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New pressure 
bulkhead 

Pressurized Cabin- containing 

mission equipment, the science 

instrument, the flight crew, the 

observatory crew, and the scientists 

Open Port cavity- 
containing telescope 

Wind Tunnel Tests at NASA Ames: pressure load, and boundary   
Layer characterization; Telescope is provided by German DLR 
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Outline of the talk 
•   Overview and Advantage of SOFIA 
•   Overview of  SOFIA Instrument capabilities 
•  Science results with mid-IR camera FORCAST:  
    Jupiter and Orion 
•  Science results with heterodyne spectrometer GREAT: 
    [C II] and CO emission of M17 SW 
•  SOFIA Far-IR and Submm Instrument Capabilities: 

Comparison with those on the Herschel 
•  SOFIA mid- and near-IR Instrument Capabilities 
•  Upcoming Calls for Proposal 
     2nd Generation Instrument Call (Just released) 
             http://nspires.nasaprs.com 
             (SOFIA Second Generation Instruments: NNH08ZDA009O_SOFIA)  
     Call for Observing Proposals (Cycle 1) 
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•  Above 99.8% of the water 
vapor; transmission at 14 km  
>80% ; emphasis on the 
obscured IR and submm 
regions from 30 to 300 µm 

•  Instrumentation: wide variety, 
rapidly interchangeable, state-
of-the art – SOFIA is a “new” 
observatory every few year 

•  Observatory comes back to 
base every night 

Overview and Advantages of SOFIA 
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Excellent Spectroscopy Capabilities: R=102 to 108 

t R 
10/λ graph 
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GREAT  

I.  Far-IR: SOFIA is comparable to Herschel; spectral mapping is efficient. 
II.  Mid-IR:  sensitivity is comparable to ISO, but produce a higher spatial 

resolution including high spectral resolution 
III. Near- to mid-IR (1-5 micron): less atmospheric absorption than ground 
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Photometric Sensitivity and Angular resolution 

SOFIA is comparable to Herschel within a factor of 
3-8 sensitivity.  
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First Light on May 26, 2011 UT: We demonstrated 
imaging capability of FORCAST  from 5 to 37 

microns with 3-4 arcsecond FWHM  

Red = 37.1 µm, Green = 24.2 µm, Blue = 5.4 µm  
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SOFIA Early Science Images  

Orion with FORCAST:  
Red = 37.1 µm, Green = 24.2 µm 

Blue=19um  Green=31um  Red=37um 

BN 

IRc3 

IRc4 
Radio  
Source I 

Orion KL 

De Buizer et al. in prep. 
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SOFIA Early Science Images  

Orion with FORCAST:  
Red = 37.1 µm, Green = 
24.2 µm   

Orion Nebula at Mid 
 IR with 3’’ resolution 

BN is the hottest source and is not 
see at 37 µm. 

The source IRc2 (bright at 12 
microns) and radio source “I” are not 
seen at 37 µm.   This is a surprise. 

The brightest source at 37 µm is 
IRc4; one of the coldest (~100 K) 
and  the most luminous 
(FORCAST team, in preparation) 



10 SOFIA: Green=19um Red=37um 

Blue=7um Green=19um Red=37um 

IRS1 

Trapesium 

IRS2 

LV1 
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Thermal Emission from PAH Rich Objects 

•  A key question 
is whether 
portions of the 
aromatic 
population of 
PAHs are 
converted to 
species of 
biological 
significance 

NGC2024 

Kandori, R., et al. 2007, PASJ, 59, 487 

Vibrational modes of PAHs in a planetary  
nebula and the ISM (A. Tielens 2008) 

37 µm 
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GREAT  
   GREAT First Light 
•  German REceiver for 

Astronomy at Teraherz 
Frequencies (GREAT) 

•  PI: Rolf Güsten, MPIfR 
in Bonn 

•   M17 (Omega Nebula) 
CO (J=13-12, green) 
and [C II] (white) spectra 

•  Velocity (x-axis): from 
-10 to 50 km/s 

•   GREAT Spectral 
resolution is ~107. 

•  Efficient Scan mapping 
capability.  

[C II] 
CO 
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GREAT  

OB (yellow) stars, [CII] (green) contours on VLA image (ionizing 
flux). Inserted CO (J=13-12) image  with [CII] contours. 

[CII] is ionized gas at the boundary of dense warm CO. 
   (Perez-Beaupuits, Güsten, and GREAT team, in preparation) 

Evolution of HI and CII 
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HI 

C+ 

HI 

H2 

C+ 

C+ 

HI C+ 

C+ H2 

C0 

CO 

HI C+ 

C+ H2 

C0 
CO 

HI 

H2 

C+ 

C+ 

C0 CO 

got C+? Bill Langer/JPL 11/2/10 

Time dependent evolution of carbon (Lee et al. 1996) 
Lee et al.  1996 

VLA image 

[CII]  image 

CO (13-12)  
contours 
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   Frequency coverage and Molecule lines 
Herschel HIFI and SOFIA GREAT 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 2.0 3.5 

125 110 240 200 

3.0 4.0 4.5 

63 

[OI] CO (J=11-10) 1.26THz 
CO (12-11) 1.383 
SH 1.381 
[NII] 1.462 
CO (13-12) 1.498 
NH2, H2CO and more… 

[N II] 2.46 
OH 2.514 
HD 2.674 

Frequency (THz) 

Wave 
-length 
 (µm)  160 

OH 1.834, 1.847 
[C II] 1.901 

HIFI 

GREAT 
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Comparison between Herschel and SOFIA far-IR instruments 
PACS  
spec 

FIFI-LS HIFI GREAT PACS 
imager 

HAWC 

Wavelength 
range (µm) 

55-210 42-110, 
110-220 

157-213, 
240-625 

60, 
110-125, 
156-165, 
200-240 

55-210 53, 89, 
115, 216 

Field of 
View 

47’’x47’’ 30’’x30’’ 
60’’x60’’ 

Single 
pixel 

Single pixel 
(7 pixels in 
future) 

47’’x47’’ 27’’x72’’, 
42’’x112’’, 
72’’x192’’,
96’’x256’’ 

Pixel 
size 

9’’ 6’’, 12’’ 13’’, 39’’ 20’’ 9’’ 2.3’’,3.5’’, 
6’’, 8’’ 

Sensitivity 2-5x10-18 

Wm-2 

100-250mJy 

Similar to 
PACSspec 
within a 
factor of 3-5, 
but efficient 
mapping  

A few to 
100 mK 

Similar to 
HIFI within a 
factor of 2-8, 
but efficient 
mapping 

2-5x10-18 

Wm-2 

100-250 
mJy 

60-120 
mJy 

Spectral 
Resolution 

2600-5400 
(55-72µm)
900-3000 

1000- 
5000 

1000-107 106-108 2600-5400 
(55-72µm)
900-3000 

None 
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SOFIA’s First-Generation Instruments 
(http://www.sofia.usra.edu/Science/instruments/) 
see also Gehrz et al. 2011 (Adv. Space Science) 
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FLITECAM (PI: Ian McLean, UCLA) 
•  A Facility-class camera at 1 – 5 µm 

•  Seeing/diffraction limited (2'' – 5''), 8 arcmin FOV 

•  Filters: J, H, K, L, M, PAH, Water-ice, Pa-α, Pa-cont 

•  Grisms: R ~ 2000 across 1 – 5 µm band, 1'' & 2'' slits 

•  Lines and molecules: H, He, Fe, H2, PAH, warm CO 

•  FLITECAM is complete, has been field-tested on 3-m 
telescope at Lick observatory; can be used with HIPO 

•  1st test flights Fall 2011 and FLITECAM available 2012 

 

3.3 µm PAH filter 

He II	
 PAH 

NGC2027 

SOFIA successfully observed challenging Pluto Occultation (Jun 24, 2011) 
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SOFIA Will Study the Diversity of Stardust 

Kandori, R., et al. 2007, PASJ, 59, 487 

•  ISO SWS Spectra: stardust is spectrally diverse in the regime covered by SOFIA 
•  Studies of stardust mineralogy 
•  Evaluation of stardust contributions from various stellar populations 
•  Implications for the lifecycle of gas and dust in galaxies 

Herbig AeBe  
Post-AGB and PNe 
Mixed chemistry post-AGB 
C-rich AGB 
O-rich AGB 
Mixed chemistry AGB 
Deeply embedded YSO 
HII regions/reflection nebulae 
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EXES (PI: Matt Richter, U. Calif.-Davis) 

•  High spectral resolution in mid-IR: 4.5 – 28.4 µm 
•  R = 50,000 – 120,000  cross-dispersed 

• Single order long slit (~100” long) 
•  R = 3,000 with 5% coverage 
•  R = 20,000 with ~0.7% coverage 

•  Sensitivities: 0.2-1 Jy at 5µm and 2-15 Jy at 30µm 
depending on spectral resolution 

•  Designed primarily to study gas phase using 
•  molecular ro-vibration bands that provide multiple 

energy levels in single observation 
•  kinematic information that resolves structure and 

multiple components 
•  Diverse star dust 

•  General availability: Cycle 2 (2013) 

!"!#$%%&'(%!)'(*+,-./+00-!)'(**(%#1()2/+3/41'

5+/%#6789%-%9,%:1;42(
Matt RIchter1, Mark McKelvey2, Andreas Seifahrt1, Peter Zell2, Kimberly Ennico-Smith2

 1University of California at Davis, 2NASA Ames Research Center

Introduction
SOFIA's Echelon-Cross-Echelle Spectrograph (EXES) is a first-generation flight science instrument scheduled for commissioning in 2013.  A UC Davis/NASA 
ARC team is developing this instrument for astronomical observations in three spectroscopic modes (R~105, 104, and 3000) at wavelengths from 5 -28 !m.  
EXES uses a 1024x1024-element Si:As BIB detector to capitalize on SOFIA’s unique potential for high resolution spectroscopy in the mid-infrared. High 
dispersion is provided by an echelon, a coarsely-ruled, steeply-blazed aluminum reflection grating cross-dispersed by an echelle grating to provide continuous 
wavelength coverage of ~10 cm-1 and a slit length of ~10" at R=105.  Optionally, the echelon can be bypassed so that the echelle or a low order grating acts as 
the sole dispersive element.  This results in a single order spectrum with slit length of roughly 90" and R=10,000 or 3000, respectively. The low resolution grating 
also serves as a slit positioning camera when it is rotated face on.  Recent laboratory tests have demonstrated spectral resolution of 1.1x105 at 14!m in 
preparation for ground-based observations from NASA’s IRTF (Mauna Kea, HI) in January 2011.

EXES Development Status

After major instrument hardware development at the University of 

Texas, EXES was transferred to NASA Ames Research Center in July 

2009 for completion.  EXES is a collaboration led by PI Matt Richter 

of UC Davis.  Ames contributes the detector array plus engineering, 

test, and analysis support. Six nights on the IRTF in January 2011 

have been awarded for first-light astronomy from Mauna Kea.

To date, six instrument cold cycles have been performed, 

characterizing and refining optical performance.  A low-pressure 

laboratory gas cell containing a small amount of C2H2 provides a 

well-known calibration spectrum.  Early results have demonstrated 

instrument performance that meets nearly all established science 

requirements.

Background- and diffraction-limited spectra have been obtained in 

EXES’ medium-resolution mode.  C2H2 spectra taken in high-

resolution mode have demonstrated resolving power greater than 

110,000 in the 13.7µm Q-branch vibration spectrum at best spectral 

focus.  Tests have revealed astigmatism in high-res mode, limiting 

resolving power to ~65,000 at the circle of least confusion.  The 

camera/collimator mirror in the echelon chamber is the most likely 

cause, and work is underway to confirm and correct the issue. 

Bach Research will complete EXES’ flight echelle grating by the 

second quarter of 2011.  This grating will provide EXES with the 

ability to utilize all design science modes. Presently, EXES uses a   

30/mm grating on loan from UT Austin.  This temporary grating is 

performing well in high- and med-res modes, with slight limitations 

due to geometric constraints. 

The EXES SB226 megapixel Si:As IBC detector array, purpose-built 

for low-background astronomy by Raytheon Vision Systems under 

contract to Ames, delivers performance in EXES on par with previous 

lab characterization data obtained using different, optimized, low-

background cryostats and drive electronics, lending confidence that 

the instrument design and electronics implementation are sound.  

Present detector development efforts focus on specialized clocking 

modes optimized for higher photon backgrounds in EXES low- and 

medium-resolution observing modes.

FORCAST-heritage drive and digitization electronics have been 

adapted for EXES.  This approach cost-effectively leverages SOFIA 

investments in FORCAST development, plus commonalities in 

software (MCCS, DCS, instrument code) and hardware airworthiness 

certification.

Two smaller test dewars, wired identically and containing identical 

detector mounts provide for parallel detector testing, decoupling 

software and hardware development from the longer thermal cycle 

times of the large instrument cryostat.  A test series on an alternate 

detector based on the RVS SB291 megapixel readout is underway at 

Ames to establish a robust backup detector strategy as risk mitigation.  

EXES Science

The main emphasis for EXES is the study of molecular gas in the 

mid-infrared spectral region, where nearly all the important 

vibrational modes of common astrophysical molecules reside.  Even 

symmetric molecules such as H2, CH4, and C2H2, which have no 

dipole moment for rotational transitions available in the radio can be 

studied in the mid-infrared.  EXES’ high spectral resolution is well 

matched for low pressure environments in the solar system, for cold 

quiescent gas in the ISM, and for studying dynamics using velocity 

information within the line profile in regions such as star forming 

regions, protoplanetary disks, and PDRs.  As EXES will be 

background-limited, binning to lower resolving power so as to match 

the actual line width will provide the best sensitivity for detection 

experiments.  The lower resolution modes are better suited for 

studying gas in shocks and external galaxies, where velocities are 

large, and for looking at solid-state features such as ices and PAHs.  

EXES is not optimized for lower resolution observations – an 

optimized instrument would have larger wavelength coverage – but it 

will permit observations unsuitable for FORCAST grisms.

Unique and Complementary: EXES exploits the strengths of SOFIA 

to provide science available from no other platform, and science that 

strongly leverages its complementarity with other space- and ground-

based astronomical assets.  JWST/MIRI’s larger cryogenic telescope 

will provide superior point source sensitivity, but will be unable to 

recover velocity information below 100 km/s at its R=3000 resolving 

power.  Weak, narrow features will also be harder to detect with MIRI 

due to dilution from the continuum.  Spitzer’s IRS also benefitted 

from cold-telescope sensitivity, but with a maximum resolving power 

of R=600.  Herschel operates at longer wavelengths where molecules 

do not have ro-vibrational transitions.  Ground-based instruments are 

severely hampered by the terrestrial atmosphere over much of the 

wavelength region, where telluric features not only absorb light from 

the object, but add significantly to background noise.  At SOFIA’s 

altitude residual atmospheric lines, with the exception of the 9.7 µm 

O3 band and the 15 µm CO2 band, are narrow enough that Earth’s 30 

km/s Doppler shift due to orbital motion is sufficient to permit 

observations.  SOFIA/EXES provides an unmatched combination of 

spectral resolution, sensitivity, and sky/spectral coverage that will 

create both new discovery and a powerful tool to enhance science 

return through follow-up on discoveries made with other instruments.

Some examples of anticipated early EXES science include:

•   Regular monitoring of Martian CH4:  Recent near-IR observations 

find Mars has spatially and temporally variable methane.  The lifetime 

of methane in the Martian atmosphere (<1 year) requires regular 

production of new methane, potentially from biotic processes.  EXES 

will be able to observe the stronger 7.7 µm band of CH4 and provide 

superior seasonal coverage.

•  H2O in star formation regions:  H2O is a simple, abundant, and 

important molecule in regions of star formation, and is difficult to 

study from the ground due to Earth’s atmosphere.  ISO spectral 

observations, for essentially the first time, showed that H2O can be 

used to study preferentially the physical conditions close to massive 

star forming regions where ice has evaporated.  EXES on SOFIA will 

be able to utilize the same H2O features to determine abundances and 

temperatures, identify multiple components through velocity structure, 

and relate H2O to other molecules such as CO and H2.

•  The Study of H2:  The molecular physics governing H2 results in 

rotational transitions in the mid-IR.   While three low-excitation 

energy, pure rotational lines are available from the ground, significant 

atmospheric absorption is present even from Mauna Kea.  From 

SOFIA EXES will be able to observe the J=3-1 and J=7-5 lines with 

essentially no telluric interference.  These improved diagnostics will 

enable EXES to study H2 more effectively wherever it is found: giant 

planets, PDRs, slow shocks in the general ISM, mass-loss stars, and 

external galaxies.

 

Why High Resolution Matters (above): A comparison of ISO observations with ground-based 
observations with EXES’ sister instrument TEXES for detection of propane in Titan’s atmosphere (see Roe 
et al. 2003)  EXES performance from the SOFIA platform will exceed that of TEXES.

EXES and SOFIA

Sensitivity:   Calculation of 10!:900s sensitivity per resolution element from 
SOFIA including median atmospheric transmission in  0.025 micron bins 

Lab Spectra:   C2H2 low-pressure gas cell spectra obtained with 
EXES.  Hi-res mode (above) gives R=110k @ 13.7"m and best 
spectral focus.  Medium-res mode (below) demonstrates background- 
and diffraction limited performance in EXES.

Q11
13.705!mQ12

13.702!mQ13
13.699!m

Spectral

S
p
a
tia

l

High-res mode

Medium-res mode

Lab Spectra: C2H2 low-pressure gas cell spectra 
obtained with EXES. Hi-res mode gives R=110k @ 
13.7µm and best spectral focus. 
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HAWC (PI: Al Harper, U. Chicago) 

•  Four passbands at 53, 89, 154, and 214 µm 
•  Commissioning 2012 / 2013 

•  Dust properties of protostars and diffuse emission 

Protostar SED in LMC (Sewilo et al. 2010) 
SOFIA will fly to Southern Hemisphere! 

M. Sewi!o et al.: YSOs in the LMC
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Fig. 2. Three-color composite image of the H !! region N 113 combining
SPIRE 250 µm (red), PACS 160 µm (green), and MIPS 24 µm images.
Our reliable Herschel sources are marked with red boxes. Spitzer-
identified YSO candidates, YSOs “confirmed” via spectroscopy or as-
sociated with OH and H2O masers (“confirmed” YSOs) are also indi-
cated. Maser positions are from Green et al. (2008) and Ellingsen et al.
(2010). We discuss the SEDs of YSO-1 and YSO-2 in Sect. 5.

example of star formation triggered by the winds from mas-
sive stars (Oliveira et al. 2006). Current star formation activity
is concentrated in the central lane of remnant molecular gas and
dust, compressed by a complex structure of ionized gas bubbles,
created by massive stars in several young clusters (<10 Myr).
Ongoing star formation in the lane is pinpointed in its earli-
est stages by maser emission and by continuum emission as
massive YSOs evolve (Brooks & Whiteoak 1997; Wong et al.
2006). Two bright Herschel sources associated with masers and
a third, fainter source between them are all confirmed YSOs. We
model the full SED (1.25–500 µm) of the westernmost of these
(YSO-1), to show Herschel’s impact on parameters of a known
YSO. We also model a newly identified Herschel source YSO-2
that lies in a filament !4" to the north (Fig. 3, online only).

We present detailed analysis of two other sources, YSO-3
and YSO-4. YSO-3, which appears to lie in a dense knot at the
rim of a cavity in the molecular cloud of N 105, is associated
with 6.67 GHz and 12.2 GHz methanol maser emission (Fig. 4,
online only; Sinclair et al. 1992; Ellingsen et al. 2010). Methanol
masers are closely associated with the earliest stages of massive
star formation and are powerful probes of young massive stars
and protostars. We expect the SED shape of YSO-3 to be rep-
resentative of SEDs of the youngest sources. YSO-4 is a new
Herschel YSO candidate. It lies approximately 2" from the near-
est Spitzer YSO candidates on the edge of an evacuated super-
shell in the LMC bar. The source is very faint shortward of IRAC
5.8 µm and then brightens in a “pillar of creation” morphology,
indicative of a highly embedded YSO (Fig. 5, online only).

5. Modeled physical properties

Far-IR measurements are critical for deriving the total mass of
circum(proto)stellar dust associated with a YSO, and inferring
its evolutionary state. Figure 6 shows typical sources that illus-
trate our key findings (photometric data are listed in Table 1,
online only). We fit each source with the R06 YSO model grid,
first using only pre-Herschel photometry (! < 50 µm), and again
using all data (! # 500 µm). Physical parameters derived from
these fits are listed in Table 2. The addition of Herschel data
provides a much tighter constraint on SED fits, and the range of

Fig. 6. SEDs of four typical YSOs. Cyan diamonds are the flux values
from Table 1. Cyan triangles indicate flux upper limits. The range of
well-fitting models from the R06 YSO grid are shown in grey with
a black line for the single best-fitting model. The best-fitting R06
model without Herschel (! < 50 µm) is a dashed black line. A single-
temperature greybody is shown fit long-wavelengths (green line), and a
manually tailored radiative transfer model is shown as a red line. Model
parameters are listed in Table 2.

well-fit models and uncertainties of derived parameters (as listed
in the table) are thus significantly reduced.

Nearly all sources detected by Herschel are Stage 0/I, i.e.,
very young. A protostar’s evolutionary state is often quantified
by the ratio of circumstellar to stellar mass. In our single-source
YSO models, the accreting flattened envelope has an analytic
mass distribution (derived by Terebey et al. 1984), and infall
rates are proportional to envelope mass within an enclosed ra-
dius. One caveat is that we do not know if all mass enclosed
by the Herschel beam will fall on to the central source, so the
derived infall rates may be upper limits. We find that the ac-
cretion rate relative to the central mass, Ṁenv/M" is a good mea-
sure of evolutionary state (e.g.,Whitney et al. 2003a; Indebetouw
et al. 2007; R06; R07). Without Herschel data, Ṁenv/M" of
our sources is (2,5,1,4) $ 10%5 yr%1 for (YSO-1,YSO-2,YSO-3,
YSO-4). When Herschel photometry is included, Ṁenv/M" in-
creases to (2,3,2,4) $ 10%4 yr%1. The higher infall rates are
in agreement with previous outflow studies of massive proto-
stars (Churchwell 1999). The implied ages of <104 yr further
strengthen the assertion that Herschel probes the very youngest
sources.

Observationally, the ratio of far-IR/submm luminosity to
bolometric luminosity is often used as a proxy for the circum-
stellar to total mass ratio. Andre et al. (1993) define Class 0 as
having L!>350 µm/Lbol > 5 $ 10%3. We calculate a similarly sim-
ple evolutionary measure, fitting an optically thin greybody to
the data ! >100 µm, and find that it agrees reasonably with the
YSO model fit results (Model “greybody” in Table 2 and green
line in Fig. 6). Resultant dust mass and far-IR/submm luminosity
depend on the dust opacity power-law index. We use # = 2; a dif-
ferent choice does not change the conclusion that these sources
are highly embedded. We find Lfar%IR/Lbol ! 0.2%0.5 for our four
examples, very high and consistent with the Andre et al. (1993)
Class 0 definition. We also find Tdust ! 16%24 K, consistent with
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Our reliable Herschel sources are marked with red boxes. Spitzer-
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sociated with OH and H2O masers (“confirmed” YSOs) are also indi-
cated. Maser positions are from Green et al. (2008) and Ellingsen et al.
(2010). We discuss the SEDs of YSO-1 and YSO-2 in Sect. 5.

example of star formation triggered by the winds from mas-
sive stars (Oliveira et al. 2006). Current star formation activity
is concentrated in the central lane of remnant molecular gas and
dust, compressed by a complex structure of ionized gas bubbles,
created by massive stars in several young clusters (<10 Myr).
Ongoing star formation in the lane is pinpointed in its earli-
est stages by maser emission and by continuum emission as
massive YSOs evolve (Brooks & Whiteoak 1997; Wong et al.
2006). Two bright Herschel sources associated with masers and
a third, fainter source between them are all confirmed YSOs. We
model the full SED (1.25–500 µm) of the westernmost of these
(YSO-1), to show Herschel’s impact on parameters of a known
YSO. We also model a newly identified Herschel source YSO-2
that lies in a filament !4" to the north (Fig. 3, online only).

We present detailed analysis of two other sources, YSO-3
and YSO-4. YSO-3, which appears to lie in a dense knot at the
rim of a cavity in the molecular cloud of N 105, is associated
with 6.67 GHz and 12.2 GHz methanol maser emission (Fig. 4,
online only; Sinclair et al. 1992; Ellingsen et al. 2010). Methanol
masers are closely associated with the earliest stages of massive
star formation and are powerful probes of young massive stars
and protostars. We expect the SED shape of YSO-3 to be rep-
resentative of SEDs of the youngest sources. YSO-4 is a new
Herschel YSO candidate. It lies approximately 2" from the near-
est Spitzer YSO candidates on the edge of an evacuated super-
shell in the LMC bar. The source is very faint shortward of IRAC
5.8 µm and then brightens in a “pillar of creation” morphology,
indicative of a highly embedded YSO (Fig. 5, online only).

5. Modeled physical properties

Far-IR measurements are critical for deriving the total mass of
circum(proto)stellar dust associated with a YSO, and inferring
its evolutionary state. Figure 6 shows typical sources that illus-
trate our key findings (photometric data are listed in Table 1,
online only). We fit each source with the R06 YSO model grid,
first using only pre-Herschel photometry (! < 50 µm), and again
using all data (! # 500 µm). Physical parameters derived from
these fits are listed in Table 2. The addition of Herschel data
provides a much tighter constraint on SED fits, and the range of

Fig. 6. SEDs of four typical YSOs. Cyan diamonds are the flux values
from Table 1. Cyan triangles indicate flux upper limits. The range of
well-fitting models from the R06 YSO grid are shown in grey with
a black line for the single best-fitting model. The best-fitting R06
model without Herschel (! < 50 µm) is a dashed black line. A single-
temperature greybody is shown fit long-wavelengths (green line), and a
manually tailored radiative transfer model is shown as a red line. Model
parameters are listed in Table 2.

well-fit models and uncertainties of derived parameters (as listed
in the table) are thus significantly reduced.

Nearly all sources detected by Herschel are Stage 0/I, i.e.,
very young. A protostar’s evolutionary state is often quantified
by the ratio of circumstellar to stellar mass. In our single-source
YSO models, the accreting flattened envelope has an analytic
mass distribution (derived by Terebey et al. 1984), and infall
rates are proportional to envelope mass within an enclosed ra-
dius. One caveat is that we do not know if all mass enclosed
by the Herschel beam will fall on to the central source, so the
derived infall rates may be upper limits. We find that the ac-
cretion rate relative to the central mass, Ṁenv/M" is a good mea-
sure of evolutionary state (e.g.,Whitney et al. 2003a; Indebetouw
et al. 2007; R06; R07). Without Herschel data, Ṁenv/M" of
our sources is (2,5,1,4) $ 10%5 yr%1 for (YSO-1,YSO-2,YSO-3,
YSO-4). When Herschel photometry is included, Ṁenv/M" in-
creases to (2,3,2,4) $ 10%4 yr%1. The higher infall rates are
in agreement with previous outflow studies of massive proto-
stars (Churchwell 1999). The implied ages of <104 yr further
strengthen the assertion that Herschel probes the very youngest
sources.

Observationally, the ratio of far-IR/submm luminosity to
bolometric luminosity is often used as a proxy for the circum-
stellar to total mass ratio. Andre et al. (1993) define Class 0 as
having L!>350 µm/Lbol > 5 $ 10%3. We calculate a similarly sim-
ple evolutionary measure, fitting an optically thin greybody to
the data ! >100 µm, and find that it agrees reasonably with the
YSO model fit results (Model “greybody” in Table 2 and green
line in Fig. 6). Resultant dust mass and far-IR/submm luminosity
depend on the dust opacity power-law index. We use # = 2; a dif-
ferent choice does not change the conclusion that these sources
are highly embedded. We find Lfar%IR/Lbol ! 0.2%0.5 for our four
examples, very high and consistent with the Andre et al. (1993)
Class 0 definition. We also find Tdust ! 16%24 K, consistent with
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                        Current Schedule 
•  FORCAST Basic Science Flights: May to June 2011 
•  GREAT Basic Science Flights: July and September 2011 
•  FLITECAM Verification flights: Aug 2011 

       AO for 2nd Generation Instruments 
•  Draft AO: http://soma.larc.nasa.gov/SOFIA/sofiapbtelecon_agenda.html 
•  AO announcement:  http://nspires.nasaprs.com 
             (SOFIA Second Generation Instruments:NNH08ZDA009O_SOFIA)  
•   Asilomar meeting proceeding 
http://www.sofia.usra.edu/Science/workshops/asilomar.html 

                 Next Science Proposal Call  
•  Fall to Winter 2011, 300 hours observing time: open internationally 
•  FORCAST and GREAT 
•  FLITECAM, FORCAST grisms and HIPO  are expected to be available. 
•  Data Analysis funding is available for US Investigators 
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Merci 

Please visit http://sofia.usra.edu/ 

Questions and comments:  
send to sofia_help@sofia.usra.edu 

Subscribe SOFIA newsletter, send email to 
sofia_astronews@sofia.usra.edu 
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PSF and Jitter from Images of γ Cygni 

2,800 2.5 ms images shifted and co-added Same data w/o shift and add 
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